STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT  
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA  
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, complete the ballot by marking the box next to your choice(s) like this: .

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTION
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 159
(INNER GROVE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMUNITY SCHOOLS)

To vote for a question, fill in the circle to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a question, fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

RENEWAL OF EXPRESSED SCHOOL DISTRICT REFERENDUM REVENUE AUTHORIZATION
The school board of Independent School District No. 159 (Inner Grove Heights Community Schools) has proposed to increase its general education revenue by $363,896 per pupil. This proposed referendum revenue authorization would replace the portion of the school district's prior authorization which has expired. The proposed referendum revenue authorization would be applicable for ten years unless otherwise revoked or reduced as provided by law.

Shall the increase in the revenue proposed by the board of Independent School District No. 159 be approved?

YES

NO

BY VOTING "YES" ON THIS BALLOT QUESTION, YOU ARE VOTING TO EXTEND AN EXISTING PROPERTY TAX REFERENDUM THAT IS SCHEDULED TO EXPIRE.

U.S. Senate  
Challenger: Frank F.
Challenged by COX, M.  
Challenger: LeFevre, S.

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT  
BACK: Card # 138  
"Voting Information (Front)"

JUDICIAL OFFICES
SUPREME COURT
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 1
VOTE FOR ONE
TIM THOMPSON
JUDGMENT
PAUL L. JARRETT
JUDGMENT

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4
VOTE FOR ONE
DEBORAH R. MARSH
JUDGMENT
COREY S. H. PONTIUS
JUDGMENT

COURT OF APPEALS
JUDGE 16
VOTE FOR ONE
TERRELL W. STONEBURNER
JUDGMENT
DAN GRIBB
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 1
VOTE FOR ONE
EDWARD TOULOSANT JR.
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 8
VOTE FOR ONE
THOMAS J. KULLSTROM
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 9
VOTE FOR ONE
ROGER M. KUHLMAN
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 15
VOTE FOR ONE
KEVIN G. ROSS
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 27
VOTE FOR ONE
MIKE FANT
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 28
VOTE FOR ONE
WILLIAM ESPEROS
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 31
VOTE FOR ONE
MARY HEIDEN
JUDGMENT

JUDICIAL OFFICES
1ST DISTRICT COURT
JUDGE 32
VOTE FOR ONE
JOSEPH CARTER
JUDGMENT
MICHAEL J. REITZ
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 5
VOTE FOR ONE
CAROL HUOTER
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 13
VOTE FOR ONE
ROBERT W. KING JR.
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 17
VOTE FOR ONE
THOMAS G. MCCARTHY
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 22
VOTE FOR ONE
MICHAEL L. SENZ
JUDGMENT

JUDGE 30
VOTE FOR ONE
THOMAS W. BRUS
JUDGMENT